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INTROLUCTION

1. Problem on which research was focused:

There has been mach recent emphasis on science at the secondary lama,
resulting in the new programs such as BSCS and PSSC. These have been developed
by subject specialists with depth in their fieldp. No comparable program has
been achieved in elementary school sciences, with the result that most students
lack adequate preparation for the challenge of secondary school science. The
research and findings of the various groups involved have made available a great
number and variety of imaginative approaches to elementary science, however. This
material, although available, has been introduced and used selectively only in a
small number of classrooms.

The development of a coherent science program for the elementary schools
may beet be served by independent, local decisions in drawing upon units from the
various centers of developmental work. In shaping a curriculum for the school
systems under consideration we hoped to try materials from many of the develop-
mental programs to determine the effectiveness of various approaches within a
highly diversified group of students.

Although most of the new programs in science have been tested in specific
classroom conditions as a way to provide guidelines for their modification, many
have been developed and tested by specially trained teachers under the surveillance
of a subject specialist. They needed to be tested both for teacher assimilation
and student impact in regular classroom situations.

There was a need to move these new and uncorrelated approaches to science
from the unit try-out step to the applied stage; to place these units in appropri-
ate, effective compilations, in terms of sequence of concepts and maturation levels
of students. We began to group the units and materials to ascertain where the gaps
and over-lappings exist in terms of developing a logical, coherent program of study.
Many unite are oriented to fit into a sequential pattern of logically ordered sub-
ject matter development; some units are less involved with specific subject matter
and are aimed primarily at the development of scientific thinking. These needed to
be identified for purposes of comparing their relative contributions in various
parts of the science curriculum to achieve flexible programs.

Two related problems were involved in the process of introducing the new
science approaches into the classroom. First, experimentation was needed to ascer-
tain how adequately mew programs in elementary science can be implemented by a gen-
eral education coordinator rather than a trained specialist, for in most of the
nation's school systems curriculum guidance is carried on by a person with general
training. Second, it was neces3ary to find the most realistic way for the regular
classroom teacher, who has had a minimum amount of preparation in the sciences, to
introduce the new programs. The questions of the amount, the duration, and the in-
tensity of in-service training for teachers, as well as the kind of work necessary,
were involved.

In the context of this Small Contract Proposal, the immediate problem was
one of establishing the bases for introducing new science materials into the two
local school districts under the sponsorship of the Curriculum Improvement Program
of the Office of Education. It was proposed that this developmental work be done
during 1965-1966 so that the larger science project could begin in mid-August of
1966. The Curriculum Improvement proposal was turned down by the Office of Edu-
cation in 1966.
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2. Objectives

The fundamental objectives for the preparatory period were:

a. The compilation and organization of the materials produced by the
science study centers, such as ESS, AAAS, the Berkeley groups, the astronomy
group in Illinois, and the Earth Science Project at Princeton.

b. The organization of the working arrangements vis-a-vis the College,
the project administration, the school administration, and the elementary school

teachers.

c. The conducting of preliminary in-service training for school teachers
who would be introducing the new materials.

3. Related Research

A survey of the literature on science in the elementary school pointed

up the need for a project each as we proposed. In contrast with the bulk of writ-

ing about secondary school science, the material concerned with elementary school

science is slim indeed. he call for broad program planning, K-12, emphasizes the
lack of articulation between secondary and elementary school revisions (Glenn 0.

Blough, "Elementary School Science -- implications for High School," Nat. Amen. Sec.

Seh. Prin. Bal., 1953; 1215.2fEs1ucationits_1262:162. by EditorM'Eraillir'
DA).

The concept of what constitutes a suitable elementary school science pro-

gram is not clear. One study pointed out that only 4 per cent of the topics identi-

fied in an analysis of courses of study published during 1940-42 recurred in half of

the 163 courses analyzed (Enc clo dia of Educational Research 1960). Two problems

facing the elementary schoorsc ence sac er, e use o e a ratory and of audio-

visual aids, are relatively unexplored (En clo edia of Educational Research, 1960).

These topics are implicitly included in he sir y we proposed=66

The whole matter of creative inquiry, problem solving, subject matter

"structural and the inductive approach. have been introduced generally (Jerome Bruner,
The Process of Education 1961) but need to be dealt with on the functional level.

t s si .can ha e Elementary Science Guide for the State of New Hampshire,
published in 1961, refers to the new y eve ope science programs only indirectly in

the bibliography under "Some Selected Science Books for the School Library."

METHOD

1. Personnel

With the initiation of the Small Contract grant, a Planning Administrator

was appointed to awry out the objectives of the proposal. Mrs. Barbara Ragle, who

was mentioned in the Small Contract Proposal as assisting in this work, was named

to this position. In order to give Mrs. Ragle release time from her teaching at
the Norwich, Vermont Elementary School, Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson was hired as a wt
time replacement teacher. Since Mrs. Simpson was inexperienced as a teacher and was,

therefore, working under Mrs. Raglets supervision, this situation served as an in-

troduction to identifying some of the assets and disadvantages of specific new science

unite for use by inexperienced teachers. Part-time secretarial help was used to aid

the administrator with office work.

- 2-- '
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2. Facilities

An unused room in the Norwich School was turned over to the Elementary

School Science Project and equipped for use as an office. This mom served as

the center for science equipment used in the four schools. In addition to the

basic equipment being distributed from here, the was a central reserve supply

so that broken equipment was quickly replaced without undue red tape. One part

of the room served as a laboratory-workshop where simple experiments were tried

out by teachers and where tools were available to encourage them to construct or

modify equipment to meet special needs.

The office also was a living-specimen center where limited numbers of

animals and plants were available. These were prigiarily for teachers to become

acquainted with in order to deternine their usefulness in their own classrooms,

but were also available on loan for short periods. The office kept upotodato

as possible on current changes and phenomena in our natural surroundings to in-

teriSitthe teachers' awareness of these. Bulletins and field trips supplemented

information wherever valuable.

3. Survey of Materials

One of the important objectives of the planning stage was to conduct a

comprehensive survey of current practices in elementary school science to identify

any areas where innovative approaches were in practice. To aid in thissmany let-

ters were sent to the following groups (see Appendix A for letters and responses):

a. Developmental Centers as listed in the Information Clearinghouse

at the University of Maryland;

b. State Departments of Education;

c. Publishers of magazines in the field of education;

d. Scientific supply houses;

e. Universities and Colleges in Vermont and New Hampshire*

Initial evaluation of new science materials and units was made through

study and discussion in an effort to decide which ones wuld be most effective in

our local system and how the diverse approaches of the different developmental cen-

ters could be amalgamated into a reasonable synthesis.

Another part of this survey was to make direct contact with several school

districts within a radius of 1,000 miles where starts had been made in introducing

new science materials and workshops set up to train teachers for this. (See Append-

ix B).

Following the initial contact with all the developmental centers, all

available publications by them were procured, either through donation or purchases

and means for continued contact were established to keep abreast of new materials

as they became available. (See Appendix C).

4. Training of Personnel

Since the Planning Administrator was to be responsible for the conduct of

workshops and supervision of all the local science teachers during the school year,

it was considered important that she receive all possible training and experience
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with the new materials. Therefore, she attended a one-week in-service workshop
for supervisors conducted by ESS at Educational Services, Incorporated in May.
In July, she attended parts of a two-week in-service workshop conducted by AAAS
at the University of Maryland.

To avail ourselves of all possible preliminary training for the teachers,
a third-grade classroom teacher from the Hanover, New Hampshire Elementary School

was selected to attend the University of Maryland program also.

5. Contact ulth Local Teachers

During the course of the year, an effort was made to communicate with
teachers, not only to clarify for them the objectives of the science project but
also to learn more about their needs and their backgrounds in science. One gen-
eral meeting was held: a questionnaire was answered and many individual contacts
were made. An analysis of the Teacher Questionnaire is in Appendix D. In ad-

dition to aiding Mrs. Simpson in classroom implementation of the science units,
the Administrator worked closely with the sixth-grade science teacher in Hanover,

both in sharing equipment and ideas to convert the contentional curriculum to ex-
tensive use of units from the Elementary Science Study. In addition, a fourth-
grade science teacher in Norwich did trial teaching for ESS on a new unit*

6. Scheduling study

Much study was made of the most efficient scheduling for introduction of
new units and the attendant workshops. Under consideration were a variety of ap-

proaches:

a. Complete revision of science curriculum in one primary grade and one
intermediate grade each year;

b. Revision of curriculum in two upper grades the first year, two rid-
dle grades the second year, and two lower grades the final years

c. Reversal of the above order, working first with primary grades*
d. Revision of curriculum in one school at a time, at all grade levels*
e. Introduction of new units to one teacher in each grade at a time to

promote efficient use of equipment and cut expenditure.
f. Staggered approach of working with all teachers in one grade at a

time, spacing the units so that each grade would be introduced to one
unit each year.

The proposed schedule for workshops and for the introduction of units into the ele-

mentary grades over a three year period is explained in Appendix E.

41.
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Beyond the developmental work outlined in the previ.ous section, the specific

result of the Small Contracts study was a larger, three-year Curriculum Improve-

ment Proposal, "Introduction of New Science Curricular Materials and Procedures

into Grades 1-6 of Two School Districts," Which was submitted to the Office of

Education on March 1, 1966. This Curriculum Improvement Project was tuned down

by the Office of Education.

Further indirect results of this study took the form of a continued interest

and support of the work in the elementary schools of the two districts. During

1966-1967, support for a half-time effort following the lines drawn in the Carrick.

lum Improvement Proposal was made available from Title III funds in New Hampshire.

The school districts and Dartmouth College continued their cooperative effort to

improve science teaching in the elementary schools. In December, 1967, Dartmouth

College was awarded an nsF Cooperative Col1e7e-School 'Jcience grant which will en-

able this project to do further teacher training in a summer institute and to ex-

tend the range of its effect to several communities outside the original school

districtst.during a follow-up academic year program.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several findings from this developmental study remained to be tested further

in the period following the Small Contract support. The nature of these assumptions

concerned operational decisions requ irintr further testing. %ihey may be summarized

as follows:

1. For the parposes of these two school districts, the core of the elementary

science program mould be units from ESS. Adaptations of AAAS and other science pro-

grams would be used to supplement the ESS units. Permission was obtained from AAAS

to use this approach.

2. Continued training for personnel working with elementary teachers at appro-

priate curriculum developmental centers is mandatory.

3. Ad/itional training for elementary teachers of the two districts in aca-
demic science by faculty at Dartmouth College is necessary, probably at a summer

institute.

4. Primary (grades 1-3) teachers are more reluctant to participate in ele-

mentary school science projects than are those teaching intermediate (4-6) grades.

More encouragement and support is needed to convince primary teachers of the need

for science study.

5. Increased effort must be given
elementary school science, particularly
school boards and school administration
in some way during training sessions to
cedures in science teaching.

to the promotion of community support for
wtth relation to gaining the confidence of
officials. Both groups should participate
acqutint them with specific goals and pro-

- 5 v.



SUTIMARY

This project aimed at developing the plans and procedures necessary to in-

troduce a coherent science program into the elementary schools of two districts

by trying out units from various developmental centers under non -experimental

circumstances. Using a general education coordinator working with teachers with

a minimum amount of preparation in the scie;ictl, the study soupbt to discover the

appropriate materials produced by the science stady centers such as FMS, AAAS, the

Berkeley qyoups, and others which could ce readily adapted to the school program.

It studied the working arrangements between Dartmouth College and the schools, and

organized preliminary in-service training for teachers who would be introducing

the new materials.

The principal result was the development of a three-year tUrriculum Improve-

ment Proposal incorporating the findings of the Small Contract, study. This Pro-

posal outlined the requisite pre-service and in-service training needed in the

districts; it called for further work by the coordinator at the science study

centers; it presented a try-out schedule for a three-year period; and it identi-

fied particular units, grade by grade, that would make up the program in science.

Although the Curriculum Improvement Proposal was not funded, continued work

on the schedule it presented has been achieved with Title III support and with an

NSF CCSS grant.
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APPENDIX A

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PLANNING PROJECT

NORWICH, VERMONT TELEPHONE (804 64g -1151

Steering Committee:

Dartmouth Collate
PROP. WILLIAM W. BALLARD

PROP. DONALD A. C.AMPRILL

DIAN LSONA.ID IL RIM*
PROF. PAUL I. SHAPER

Dear Sir:

SuPerinlentient
DR. WILLIAM G. ZIMMERMAN,

Planning AdMiniStrellOr
MRS. BAINARA RAGLE

Through the sponsorship of Dartmouth College, our two local

school systems have just received a grant from the United States Office of Education

to study how to introduce effectively the new materials and procedures for teaching

science in the elementary grades. Dean Leonard Rieser of Dartmouth is the principal

investigator assisted by a steering committee of college professors and school ad-

ministrators.

We plan to draw upon many of the recently developed science

units and ultimately evaluate their use as parts of flexible science curricula. Our

districts include schools representing considerable diversity in economic and cult-

ural conditions, so the suitability of units in each situation will vary. Concomitant

with this objective will be the opportunity to determine the necessary training for

teachers to introduce the new materials into the classroom effectively.

In this preliminary planning stage, we are anxious to as-

semble as complete a record as possible of the new materials now available. We have

heard about your work in this field and wish to further our familiarity with it. We

would appreciate it if you could send us copies of your available publications, and

acid us to your permanent mailing list. Since pre-service and in-service training

for teachers is part of our projected program, we will be interested in this aspect

of your experience with teachers using your materials.

Although we may.start working with small groups of teachers

later in the current school year, our major efforts are projected for the three en-

suing years. Of course, we will keep you informed of our plans and findings in this

project, and also wish to cooperate with you in any ways feasible. We shall look

forward to hearing from you concerning the availability of your materials and es-

tablishing cooperation in our work.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Barbara Ragle
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PLANNING PROJECT
NORWICH, VERMONT TELEPHONE Ma* 649-1251

Steering Committee:

Dartmouth College
PAM. WILLIAll W. SALLARD

Mtn,. DONALD A. CAMI'ULL
DEAN LEONARD M. RIMED

!ROC PAUL R. SHARER

Gentlemen:

Superintendent
DR. W/ILIAM G. Zlifia3IMAN,

Planning Administrator
Mils. BARBARA RAGLZ

Through the sponsorship of Dartmouth College, our

two local school districts have just received a grant from the United States Office

of Education to make a three-year study ofjlow to introduce effectively the new ma-

terials and procedures for teaching elementary school science into a whole school

system. Our ultimate aim is to involve students in grades 1-6 in scientific processes

through inquiry and individual manipulation of materials. Concomitant with this will

be the investigation of the kind of training most helpful to teachers to promote this

kind of learning in the classroom.

We have been in contact with the major df lopmental

centers such as Elementary Science Study, American Association for Advancement of

Science, Elementary School Science Projects of the University of California and the

University of Illinois, and Minnemast. We are now assembling materials from them

and are searching for any other sources that are primarily concerned with promoting

investigation and inductive thinking in children. Possibly, you have been concerned

with this same need and have published materials that would be relevant to our pro-

ject. If so, we would appreciate it if you would send us complimentary copies for

our study and consideration.

give us.

Thank you for your interest and any help you can

Sincerely,

Mrs. Barbara Rag,le
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PLANNING PROJECT
NORWICH, VERMONT TELEPHONE (801) 649-1151

Steering Committee:

Dartmouth College
nor. WILLIAM W. BALLARD

PROP. DONALD A. CAMPBELL

DEAN LEONARD M. MEM
PROP. PAUL R. SHAM

Gentlemen:

Superintendent
DR. WILLIAM C. ZDIMERNIAN,

Planning Administrator
MU. BARBARA !MOW

Through the sponsorship of Dartmouth College, our two local school dis-

tricts have just received a grant from the United States Office of Edu-

cation to make a three-year study of how to introduce effectively the new

materials and procedures for teaching elementary school science into a

whole school system. Our ultimate aim is to involve students in grades

1-6 in scientific processes through inquiry and individual manipulation

of materials. Concomitant with this will be the investigation of the

kind of training most helpful to teachers to promote this kind of learn-

ing in the classroom.

We have been in contact with the major developmental centers such as

Elementary Science Study, American Association for Advancement of Science:

'Elementary School Science Projects of the University of California and

the University of Illinois, and Minnemast. We are now assembling ma-

terials from them and are searching for any other sources that are pri-

marily concerned with promoting investigation and inductive thinking in

children.

Possibly, you have been concerned with this same need and are developing
equipment with this purpose in mind -- materials that will lend them
selves to individual experimentation by students. If so, we would be

interested in knowing more about them, and would appreciate arty help

you can give us in this project.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Barbara Ragle
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PLANNING PROJECT
NORWICH, VERMONT TELEPHONE (MO 64g-1151

Steering Committee:

Dartmouth College
PROP. WILLIAM W. MALLARD

not. DONALD A. CAMPRZU.
DEAN LEONARD 11. ULM
PROP. PAUL R. SHAM

Dear

SuPerintendent
DR. WILLIAM G. ZIMMERMAN, JR.

Planning Administrator
MRS. SAIMARA RAG=

January, 1966

As members of our community who have always been concerned with the activities

of our schools, we think you will be interested in learning of a planning grant that

our school districts have received from the U. S. Office of Education. This grant

comes through the sponsorship of Dartmouth College for the purpose of studying how to

effectively introduce the new materials and procedures for teaching science in the

elementary grades. 'Jean Leonard Rieser is the principal investigator and is assisted

by a steering committee of professors from the College and school personnel.

Currently, we are assembling the newly developed science materials from such de-

velopmental centers as Elementary Science Study in Watertown, Mass.; American Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science; Elementary School Science Project of the Uni-

versity of California; Elementary School Science Project of the University of Illinois;

and MINNEMAST at the University of Minnesota. All of these groups are concerned with

promoting scientific inquiry and investigation by children to develop familiarity with

scientific processes and to encourage inductive thinking. Concomitant with the se-

lection of the materials most appropriate for our needs will be the opportunity to

determine the kind of training for teachers most helpful in promoting this kind of

learning in the classroom.

We feel that our community has unique attributes for this study because of the

diversity of interests and occupations it represents, as well as our geographical

assets. This "abundance of riches" can contribute significantly to our success, both

in the innovations we make here and the investigation of procedures that can be pat-

terned by other school systems.

As pre-service and in-service training commences and classroom projects get under

way, there will be much need to draw upon local talent and facilities. We hope in the

meantime that any of you who are particularly interested or have Ideas. to contribute

will contact us in our office in the Norwich School.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Barbara Ragle
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5U/1;4/MY OF PULILISHER°5 REPLIES

This form letter was sent to 222 publishers. In response w have received

catalogs, textbooks, paperback books, and assorted pamphlets and charts. In general

the replies break down as follows:

A. The following companies have sent complimentary copies of textbooks for our

study and consideration:

1) Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc., TODAY'S BASIC SCIENCE, Teacher's Ed1 for

grades 1-6; also manuals, charts, and 6 booklets.

2) Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., SCIENCE, A MODERN APPROACH, Teacher's Bd.,

for grades 1-6.

1) Scott, Forosman & Co. , SCIENCE IS ADVErNTURING, Teacher's Ed. for grade 6;

also BASIC SCIENCE HANDBOOK, and charts and pamphlets.

4) Silver Burdett & Co., SCIENCE, Teacher's Ed. for grades 1-6 and a teacher's

manual.

5) Laidlaw Brothers, SCIENCE, Teacher's Ed. for grades 1-6.

6) Ginn & Co., SCIENCE FOR YOU, Teacher's Ed. for grades 1, 4, 5 and regular

textbooks for grades 2, 1; also a chart.

7) D.C. Heath & Co., HEATH SCIENCE SERIES, Teacher's Ed. for grades 1-6.

8) Haroourt, Brace & World, Inc., CONCEPTS IN SCIENCE, Teacher's Ed. and regular

textbooks for grades 1-6; also teacher's manuals and charts.

9) Allyn & Bacon, Inc., EXPLORING SCIENCE, Teacher's Ed. for grades 1-6.

10) American Book Co., THINKING AHEAD IN SCIENCE, Teacher's Ed. for grades 1-6;

also 6 pamphlets (on animals, electricity, etc.).

B. The following companies have sent other books:

1) Scholastic Book Services ARROW BOOK OF SCIENCE FACTS
ARROW BOOK OF ANSWERS
ABOUT ATE S

2) Pocket Books, Inc. THE CHEMICAL FIDIENTS
SCIENCE PROJECTS HANDBOOK
ROCKET MANUAL FOR AMATEURS

3) Stock - Vaughn Co., Catalog, and SCIENCE SERIES, Teacher's Ed. of 6 large

paperbacks.

4) National Aerospace Education Council, numerous booklets and papers on

space and flying.

5) Little, Drown & Co. EXPERIMENTS FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS
HOW TO EXPLORE.' THE SECRET WORLDS OF NATURE
GALILEO AND THE MAGIC NUMBERS
WHAT MAKES A CAR GO?



APPENDIX A 2 (Publishers)

6) Sterling Publishing Co. LEARNI13 SCIENCE THROUGH COOKING
SCIENCE GA:4ES FOR CHILDREN
SCIE10E FOR CHILDREN
CHWISTRY FOR CHILDREN

7) Sentinel hooks, Publisher., Inc., papembneket

HO',/ TO DISSECT

EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY
DISCOVER THE STARS
Hi7iTI:r: 'AM THE MICROSCOPE
LET'S E(PLCAE CHi;:l:JTRY
LET'S EXPLORE WITH THE ELECTRON

8) Bantam Books, paperbacks: THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
A PLANET CALLED EARTH
A STAR CALLED THE SUN
THE ATOM AO BEYOND
THE NATURAL WORLD
150 SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS STEM' -BY-STEP

9) UNESCO SOURCE BOOK FOR SCIENCE TEACHING

Ws have received about 10 catalogs of which perhaps half eve relevant to our needs.

We have orders pending for three books.

We have received 17 replies from publishers with whom there has been no further

correupondence, mainly because they had no pertinent material to send. However,

several of these letters expressed interest in our project.

Many publishers indicated special interest in our project and mentioned the need

for a project such as this one.
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SU:.14ARY OF RatIS5

FRO!! STATE DEPARIIIR4T5 OF EDUCATION

This form lotter was sent to all fifty U.S. State Departments of Education.

We received approximately 42 replies Iran 15 different ntates. Many of the

form letters had boon forwarded to interested individuals and colleges. The

replies break down as follows:

15 - sent materials

13 . described programs in their states (the descriptions

ranged from extensive to a brief mention)

21 - very interested, keep informed

8 . milder interest

2 . negative reaction

2 . mentioned visiting

(Thoso who are interested and those who either sent materials or described programs

overlap, of course.)

'0
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StROIARY 133 Mal MA.GAZINES

:..Slay.

A rwlification for form letter #3 (to publications) uas sent to 18 magazines,

both.profesmicnel citrit.dins-nos ccionco tactszintle, requoeting cork2plizzonta77

copies carljor rcsr.oarits of pertinant matozoiatle The folloraim is a broakdom of

the zoiscloste And rosponsos:

1. --LGttors mattortins complimontan, copios and reprints of porbinent plato21a3.
seam cont to:

Schcol Se lonco and Viathamatice
Jo Iratal of Roscarch in Scicnco Teackting*
Seienc-,D TYLEose
"clicnc3 Education
alucation D1s=1;
Gmade v:lc1mo!
Education Age
Nattlro id Science (reprints only up of Resou rce Study Units

Lettors org17 pertinent me.takiel from other jeStleS WON) Mira

SeSonti Iii.zorican
Scimetd
The Inc.-4viactor*

3. Letters requesting only c=p7.imantat4y coplos were

Audubon
Comal
Cr fa
Scsionco
-5;ace So
My Week/
Scionco

Magazine
Svc. as Loaflots*
Sc Amo am/ Aviation
gowActtee CZor chi/dron)
ionco
y ft,adorP (far children)

(far Children)

L raid subzoriptions to:

Sty and Volcocopo*
Tito Selma° Teacher (and) Selena° oxId lawn* (for children)

sent to;

*Copies of those have b.= and are boing recoived.

to:
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REPLIES FR OK SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY HOUSES

This form letter (44) was sent to 24 Scientific Supply Houses. So

far 13 supply houses have answered, most of than with several different

catalogs.' Two firms wore very interested in the project, and ono, the

Mao& luster Scientific Corporation, meiltioned that a visit to their factory

in Nashua might be informative.
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SUMAJWY OF TRIP
TO VISIT OTHER SCHOOL SYSTIDIS

During the week of February 14, 1966, the Planning Administrator visited several

schools and systems to learn about the experience of others in introducing new

science materials,

Science Director Schad of Westport, Conn was visited first. They

have introduced several ESS units, with the teachers prepared for each one through

a workshop' lasting about 8 weeks. Workshops precede the teaching by 2 weeks and

thon run concurrently, once a week in the afternoons. Teachers are expected to work

with the materials and investigate problems themselves as the key to their guiding

children to this approach. Mr. Sdheld.is now preparing,a core course to prepare

teachers in the general methods of new science methods, which will subsequently be

extended by courses in specific materials for particular units. He has no regular

schedule for classroom visitation but lets individual needs of teachers deterine

the schedule, ranging from daily to occasional visite. hr. Scheld is a person of

considerable experience in this field and understands the depth of learning experi-

ences necessary to implement new materials effectively; it was a worthwhile contact.

In Norwalk, Conn. the Director of Science, Mr. Norman Nathanson, was visited.

Hero the pattern for inquiry approach in teaching was sot in 1963 by the Behavioral

Outcomes Program, and now ESS and Illinois Astronomy units are being introduced.

However, the workshop and follow-up procedures are less clearly delineated and the

implementation appears to be less effective than in Westport.

The Fairfield, Conn. school system was visited, where the science program is

enthusiastically-guided by Nrs. Katie Nosnojohn. However, they have not made use of

new science materials from the developmental centers and the workshop program is

spasmodic, so there was little direct applicability to our project.

In Philadelphia the Rudolph Walton School was visitod whore, under the guidance

of I;rs. Margaret Ephraim/mon, the AAAS Process Approach is in its third year. Six

classes were visited during the day, giving an opportunity to observe some vory

active teaching and responsive classes. Introduction of the AAAS program started in

Grades K, 2, and 2 with one teacher at each grade level, then extended up to

include about 12 teachers the second year, and presently there aro 15. In the after

noon a semi-monthly workshop was held for all the teachers using AAAS materials; the

instructional part of the program was conducted by Mr. James DoRose and dealt with

guiding teachers to understanding an "operational definition" as part of scientific

process. Mrs. Ephraemson discussed specific teaching problems and classroom pro-

cedure. Teachers make regular written evaluations of the materials as part of their

training.

At the University of Mariland, Dr. David Lockhard of the Science Naterials

Center was visited and ho sot up a schedule for visiting science programs in Mont.

gomory County. Several ESS units are being introduced throughout the county --

Kitchen Physics in 6th grade, Small Things in 5th, Melting Ice Cubes in 4th, and

Attribute Mocks in Primary. Workshops aro conducted by Mr. James Lathim, who has

had some training at ESS. They vary in length from one to eight afternoon sessions

depending on the background-required for each unit. One workshop lasting 1-3/4

hours was visited where 4th grade teachers were having the second out of three sos.

sions with ice cubes. Teachers were using the equipment and the follow-up discussion

uas open-ended. A well organized system for distribution of materials has been set

up and this is considered an important aid to.teachers. The only classroom follow-up

to the workshop program is a survey being conducted by trained research observers

who make frequent quick evaluations of 100 classrooms. Possible changes in conditions

are being noted before, during and after the workshop training. Only onemfourth.
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ofMontgomery County is rocoiving this cursory introduction to now science methods

the whole exposure is projected for a three-year period. The immensity of their

numbers demands a rapid exposure and thorn seoms to be little opportunity now for

the typo of follow-up that innovates change in methodology.

An interview with Mr. Robert Nicodemus, who will direct a summer workshop in

Montgomery County, was held. The approach will be threefold: 1. Introduction to

two specific units Small Things and Kitchen physics .... with teachers handling

oquipmont and receiving background instruction in content. 2. Overview of materials

from other dovelopmental centers. 3. Philosophy of inquiry approach.

Mr. Edward Hoffinastor, Director of Science for Montgomery County, explained

the devolopment smtprogress of the science program in Montgomery County and the me

search they are doini for ESS on the effectiveness of their workshop system.



APPENDIX 0: rull Description of Materials

Official contact was made with the major developmental centers through

letters explaining our goals. We received all available published materials from

those indicated and their current progress reports through newsletters.

American Association for the Advancement of Science WAS)
r, ohn ayor, om. ss on on cience ucaulon

155 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D. C.
Materials received:

Science -- A Process Approach
Parts I through VII
Integrated Processes
Teachers' Commentary
Competency Pleasures

Elementary Science Stud
Amr es Wa co

108 Water Street
Watertown, Massachusetts

Materials received:
Inspection carton with sample equipment:

Growing Seeds
Kitchen Physics
Cases and Airs
Small Things
Mealwonns

Supplementary materials:
Bones (for trial use in Sprint,: 1966 in one of district schools)

Light and Shadows
Mirror Cards

MINNEMAST -- Minnesota School Mathematics and Science Teaching Project

tr. Gerald Rising, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Materials received:

Objects and Their Properties
Changing and Unchanging Properties
Introduction to Measurement
Time -- Measurement of Duration
Describing and Classifying
Watching and Wondering
Our Senses
Shape and Symmetry
Math Program I - XX

Science Curriculum Im rovement Study (SCIS)

ro cursor obert are us, 1 epartment of Physics
University of California, Berkeley, California

Materials received:
Objects Grab Bag
Meet Mr. O.
Using a Bathroom Scale

Elementary School Science Project
ro essor Ier4ert Mason, 1partment of Botany

University of California, Berkeley, California

Materials received:
Cooreinates Parts I - IV
What Am I? -- Unit on Human Pnysiology



Appendix C: Fall Description of Materials (continued)

Elementary School sleismitnItEl
Professor J. *mon Atia6;1NA-1-4 of Education

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

Materials received:
Charting the Universe I
Universe in Motion II
Gravitation III
Message of Starlight IV
Galaxies and The Universe V/

WIMSA -- Webster Institute of Mathematics, bcience and the Arts

fir. Paul Merrick
Webster College, St. Louis, Missouri

Materials received:
The Shell Game

Elementary School Science Project

tr. john Wood
Utah State University, Logan, Utah

Descriptive reprints received
Curriculum materials on order

Selection of Materials

Among the variety of materials now available, the following were selected for

definite use in the first year. Many others are still being evaluated., as will

newly developed materials when they become available. The units listed below have

been selected for inclusion in the curriculum, either as part of the core program

or as extensions thereof.

Grades 1 and 2
----L175117-114 Shadows -- ESS -- Core Program, Year I

Attribute Blocks -- ESS
Growing Seeds -- ESS -- Core Program

Mr. 0 -- SCIS -- Core Program

Objects Grab Bag --
Using a Bathroom Scale -- SCIS

Parts of AAAS Process Approach
I - III
Particularly: Classification, Observation and Observing Processes

Playground Physics Equipment -- ESS

Introduction to Measurement -- MINNEKAST

Shape and Symmetry -- MINNEMAST

Grades 3 and 1
Butterflies -- ESS CoreProoram. Year I, pending publication.
The Shell Game -+ WIMSA
AAAS -- Process Approach IV and V -+ Core Program

Bones -- ESS

Grades 5 and 6
kitchen l'hysics ESS -- Core Pro ram Year I

Small Things -- ESS -- Core rovam
Microgardening ESS

Gases and Airs -- ESS
Mealw3rms ESS
Selections of Charting the Universe, I -- Illinois

Selections of Universe in Motion, II

Selections of AAAS Process Approach, VI and VII
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ELE?4EarARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PLANNING PROJECT

A. General:

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

5 (4 NI M s H.,5

School

last first

Grade or Subjects

Hnw long have you been teaching?

How long in present position?

B. Science Background:

Self-contained classroom
7 $ -, Departmentalized

2.)0 ar/oteida g

Hanover
tlorwwic4
yrne,

feret

6
3

V

3
(2)

) Grade 4t ho-e- hp? r /heated

1. College a/o University courses in Science? (Please give subject or title of
course and approximate date taken.)

i war (
3 _ u, rSeS

s 3 - /01- .2 eot.rso s
3 - 3 Iv 5 Courses

2. Workshop or Institute courses in science?

3

r

had I--a k-vs4. eo&rse.

Independent study or experiences
background?

6_21_14r

7- men fs'oned ct dddiono
but d; verse types
bdci ?ro awl

D e _pet. r -t-the f ; Zed

--

4

71

I E e u rse
Coerces

4
or

pc:2 rpti fl -f di/ ze

- Bourses
0 r'S C.

- 3 ov rs es
/ 9 areet;t hours ; n wePlcshe

which have contribited to your science

lb en /4 Lei

- ntton honed NDoe,

4 ineepencionl- Sloth,I J
tO rrfa to; Y bit rinva
p elefSSdiS f P rt. A

cis
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Li. Hobbies or particular interests

ri)r vA

't INA ev.N-ov%.e& \lolAltec.
Tho (AL\ Acctra4aus 0,1

eoo onol

- 2 -

related to science?

VicilaQ tAk a. k eA

10 - C1d.ravv%0Ack)cftvCG4'nolock.i rock'
G..o %44 c\

- ho cove en e

5. Membership in clubs or conservation groups related to science?

Pr0VYCtrtA

3 gh<2.AA ";e3 'Oa CAUAGS)

COVICserV&A-101A

CV° 14

6. Magazines to which you subscribe
with science?

422(tri- 0141A

k-towe. Zovveik
me.44, -r-e.ofseys

.. rtio co vo W e uxt-

or road fairly rerularly that deal primarily

k-rivc 1a" zed

0

r.% "rt.\ or

.1 3 r e o. al Yt OVVe- k..knd Q r

i'kt% Q_Aec\cri
6 r 1-6 "0.00.-2.

7. Use of scientific facilities at Dartmouth
to further your own interests or science

okvAiovn.ect visdwei
Uu.c2. Q. %Atm or l.53vav1

C. Present science teaching:

- ru(kk ckyo natA 6e,
0. N . C'or.SkrUa....k-%ov. %C.1- E SS

.4 AA S hews
(xsArk e

- vowe
College or other local

teaching?
organizations

12Vark1442vta1tied

- \wts vY1 0.s e. U w4.

ONOSertla. k-0 tri

- We...,

k)TCA.

1. Approximately how such time per week do you presently spend teaching science?

91 S 1"4 4-c r ke fl - -sour none. than Zoe.va.t-% "QM At

- io - Li< Tito. It - 0/2-260,. a A rs . I- bVIrs. 5-- I"
2. If you teach in a sf:lf-contained classrooms please answer the followings 1 - so

a. Do you plan more time than you actually spend for science but find it
gets squeezed out?

1 o 1 5 "1.c " hot Suve.
b. Do you allot specific time each day or week for science and usually

achieve it?

Cl
I

0
10

.)
13 `tect,,,

'S
MIN no G sat re

IS
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c. Do you work cn a unit at a time, then drop science to work on someuhing

else?
c 41 _ Ohl `"' "

d. Please rate ycur pleasure and interest in teaching the following subjects
(1) great; (2) moderate; (3) least: C/c ran o. 114i

11111111.11111011

Reading .0. Social Studies .51"
_ 5cienee, cno I e

4tArithemetic Art / 5 hd

Music Science

Language Arts Other (Specify)

4.1 rgf

did hot tp,s er

3. Which of the following do you depend upon most in planning your science
teaching?"vr, r Depit fn /et /ilea'

7 State Curriculum Ouide

Textbook (please name)

C

3
4, Your own experience in a college course /

c.Aper, eineed, // Specify other
c;ke na/ 14 rd ik's

to e fher I xIs ant {`.
Sec' r e Schee

Leer C / a. 4,9

14. Generally speaking, has there been sufficient equipment for your science
projects? Pl(!ase comment.

Or niAry De p rinlynfolited
fr? 1)0

3 - Lie5

3 -
pc -c no ie5A 119 do ends

h, tiers weect t 'lee_ q
5. If you have ever used any of "the new" science materials (ESS, AAAS, Minne-

mast, Illinois, etc), plf!ase specify:
- 9

13 o
1 7 - 0 o " tAt-

Ccniutients on your reactions:

-Depa.ctrriv,vt -fciltec(
ho

02. E 5 s
E 55 4 2 I/I na

6. If you do any science experiments in the classroom, do you usually do them as
demonstrations? To what extent, if at all, do the students handle equipment
individually?

nidry
entens tra /ions

I -
/3 - no

th) Comment 6 l,o eornmeitt

c...1)./dren
no.ofreq/
0

- no

lOse pd. .4- file.) la 1 zrd'
dernormtra le, bill- C/td
& ISo h 'idle (dip

0 1- A 'e tc3 i nS u {fie; t'o
Pr. fp" e,tr M.
h oa5 ,derr

hea is cos oto e css
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7. Please comment on your attitude toward teaching science: security or lack

of it in subject matter; interest or lack of it in science as a medium for

developing learning power, etc.

Pt-'t marl

1.40C Seturi/V - t. n+ e) n ieresr, hdc l-rovnii

- ea /. z e. i la oe e. e ',jot) I- ¢ adtte steel
3 - h0 I" 45 e s5 et, boi a5 0 /4'er 6 bj et /5

I - /4.)c) a id ; /e.e ?cod pr olary ekt
D. Professional Interest in Science Project

nkzrfhr Cede 101 oce
It lack Of I) c rIsse

.I- po r a e

detielop;oci iSc.ftene
a ti; /-0 del"

e-enora 1 inleresid" den

1. If there is an opportunity to participate in pilot projects in the spring of

1966, would you be anxious or willing to be considered? Would you prefer to

wait until the ensuing school year? Please comment.

Pr ; ail a r

( /e1/45

4, -
- roc eorrrnP 11

Pes) a r rne Al /a //zed
f - yes
a. theig be

no

2. Please comment on year interest in participating in science education courses

during the summer of 1966 at Dartmouth College on a grant-in-aid basis.

PP ma rl

(ifs
no

Jr 1W (001rn00/-

pa r fmeo la h t ed
p
:2 May be,
/ no

3. Please comment on your interest in In-Service training in science education

during 1966-1967.

Pr i rn Q ry

/ 7 5
rlo

- no crmmen

U. Whith of the above arrangements for course work - Pre-Service or In- Service

would be most satisfactory to you?

epttr tr7lc,IQ z

(9- rs

Pr; Ma rG

/ n- Serpice,
4/ - Pre - 5er I/I C

no

r

ti?ipartmen to h zed

Vote,: rhe
Alfa/ y (
ioglie /es

n- ser
- Pre - Se r v,ce.

no cern

/ 60117

'ter She et /hese ,4,tres no/
deparime,tia h eel sce'ence tegoeh

e fest' Afoot 11..p, io Slier
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E. rn_fi'ilt, ricA. riatorials and t'quipment in your classroom. It would b?, helpful
for us to have a cenpral. idea of the equipment in your classroom. This in not
a dctmiled inventory.

1. Please note any equipment you have such as hand lenses, balances, microscopes.,
aquaria, test tubes, beakers, etc. and anything else you have used or think
would contribute to the science program.

Pr i may
"C. -w no 21,p074)Ht

tent ra I Store en °v9
rr4 fred"

2 - ba IaneeS dna' ;taros oreS
4 - no 'too) mfn

2, that other aids to teaching science such as pamphlets,
resource persons, field trips, etc. have you used?

DePorhIlento API

- mc5t- 01 i-h., h.stedd
phis !nue') ',vote,

Pr; Ira r

1 faredS dociers
Mesa Zones, newspapers,
boo ksj e, lora k pos#e'rs,
e-ic.

keld irips

- tee 07 leach"
h

no cent nieAt

Audio-visual aids)

-epar t /nen tit lie eel

n y /einS
el 'hen - Mos /"/

Speakers, le/ if,fiS
it' I rn S 1 r ps



Appendix E: Proposed Schedule

At the end of August, a one-week workshop will be held to expose teachers

to the general principles involved in new science methods. This will be open

to all 38 teachers and those attending will receive a stipend. The teachers will

handle equipment to learn to probe problems as they will subsequently lead chil-

dren to do, view films which demonstrate successful use of this method, and have

an overview of the materials being produced in the developmental centers.

Workshop training for specific units will commence two weeks prior to actual

classroom teaching for teachers of Grades III to VI, and one week prior to teaete.

ing for Grades I and II. After teaching begins, the workshops will continue,

meeting weekly throughout the teaching period. Initial workshops will acquaint

the teachers with the equipment and aims of the unit and give them sufficient back-

ground in the subject matter for them to feel at ease. The last workshop will be

devoted to evaluation through the teachers' estimations of the children's learning's,

plus observations of tae coordinator.

Workshops will meet weekly on a specified day from 2:00 to 4130. The teachers

involved will have release time from school for one-and-one-fourth to one-and-three-

fourths hours, depending on needed travel time. A core of release-time substitutes

will be arranged for by the schools and paid by the projects four or five will be

needed to release intermediate grade teachers, and eight to nine for the primary

teachers.

The coordinator will set up the workshops and either conduct them personally

or arrange for specialists as the needs of the teachers and materials demand. Once

classroom teaching of the units has begun, the coordinator will be available to

help the teachers. During the initial week of a new unit, the beginning days will

be staggered so that the coordinator may devote full time to one school at a time

to determine the subsequent needs of specific teachers. It is expected that there

will be considerable variation in the amount of classroom help and guidance that

teachers will want from the coordinator, ranging fran a minimum of one visit a week

to brief daily counsel. The schedule is sufficiently flexible with a maxim= of

nine teachers innovating at a time to allow the coordinator to meet the demands of

the situation. It is expected that as teachers become more familiar with the new

materials, their need for help from the coordinator will decline and by the last

week of a unit, they may be operating on their own, thus freeing the coordinator

to plan for the next grade unit.

Tentative units for introduction in first year:

Grade VI - Kitchen Physics (ESS)

Grade V - Small Things (ESS)
Grade IV - AAAS Process Approach

Grade III- AAAS Process Approach

Grade II - Growing Seeds (ESS) and Mr. 0 (SCIS)

Grade I - Light and Shadows (ESS) and Mirror Cards (ESS)

The units for Grades VI and V are ones which are now taught by two of the local

teachers. It is felt that using material already tested and with which other teach-

ers have an acquaintance will allow for sufficient concentration by the coordinator

on all the elements involved in the introductory period.

The effectiveness of the workshop and classroom follow -up procedures will be



Appendix E(contimed)

subject to review at the end of the first year. Adjustments can be made in the

length or timing of workshops and the frequency of classroom visits in planning

for the ensuing year. Tentatively, the basic program of introducing one new unit

in each grade will continue in years 2 and 3, implemented by workshops and class-

room guidance by the coordinator.

It is anticipated that as teachers gain confidence with the materials, they

will extend the scope of the units to which they were introduced the first year.

The coordinator's office will play the role of alerting teachers to possible ex-

tensions of materials and providing necessary background and equipment to individ..

uals or small groups. In this way, it is hoped that teachers will continue their

own feeling for investigation and mold the content of units to their individual

interests. For example, Small Things is being introduced to the fifth grade in

vember and December of the first year. The basic unit can be taught successfully

at this time of year and in this length of time. However, the following year, the

teacher might teach it in the spring where, after introducing the children to the

microscopic world, she would continue to explore pond water and compare cellular

structu re in different parts of plants. Or, out of the AAAS IV B work with ther-

mometers and temperature the first year, might grow a teacher's interest in setting

up weather stations in different "micro-climatic" areas near the school which, in

turns would lead into ecological study of the land.

In addition to extending the core units, it is hoped that teachers in the

second and third years will investigate other units from the developmental centers.

The facilities of the coordinator's office will be available for selecting materials,

procurement of equipment, and help in subject matter content. In order to promote

the kind of flexibility and inquiry which is inherent in science, this kind of di-

vergence from the core instruction will be encouraged. Contact with the coordinator

will continue sufficiently long to insure that the spirit of inquiry is maintained

through new units. The appointment of a teacher-assistant in the second and third

years of the program will allow for this expanding flexibility. It will also pro-

vide for the special training necessary to bring new teachers in the districts up-

to-date with the project.

Charts outlining a three-year plan for the introduction of the 18 units follow.
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